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New forest program from Weimer
Weimer is now introducing the fourth-generation trailers with improved quality and advanced
functionality. The forest trailers are available in sizes 5 to 12 tons, and has also received an
updated color palette that marks the new generation. In conjunction with the introduction of
the new forest program, the production has moved back to Sweden.
Weimer is now introducing a fourth generation forest trailers, 4G, with a complete range of trailers from 5 to 12
tons, We-5:an, We-8:an, We-10:an and We-12:an. The forest trailer has a more robust frame steering
construction, a stronger crane attachment and higher ground clearance. New for 4G forest program is that the
trailer’s colors have changed to a darker red color, and the stakes are silver colored. The color choice makes the
trailer stands out clearly at forestry work and is an advantage especially at dusk.
The production of the forest trailer has in connection with the 4G-trailer moved home to Sweden and the reason
for this is to guarantee the quality of the trailer and to provide an improved delivery performance to customers.
"For me it was important to move back the production to Sweden, explains Urban Johansson, President and
Owner, as it allows us to come closer to the production so that we quicker can make the desired product
development, which ultimately means a better quality of our products and hence customer satisfaction. I've been
working with our forest products for almost 30 years and for me quality, performance and safety, are critical
components for the products sold under the brand name Weimer. "
4G forest trailers are equipped with grapple loaders that have good lifting and movement capacity and is available
in several sizes with a range between 4.1 meters and 8.3 meters. The grapple loaders are manufactured by a well
established company in Estonia whose products meet Weimer demands on function and quality.
For more information, please contact:
Urban Johansson, President and owner, Phone: +46 381 710 10

Weimer designs, manufactures and sells forest trailers, cranes, winches and gear boxes. Our compay´s philosophy is to deliver products of high quality and
safety to affordable prices. A fourth generation of forest trailers have now been developed and manufactured in Sweden.
Weimer also sells hydraulic components such as pumps, valves, motors, filters etc. from selected suppliers.
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